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We partner to benefit our customers
A holistic view of financial crime requires an integrated, flexible approach to intelligence.

Our SymphonyAI Sensa-NetReveal platform is world-class technology and our partnership programme opens up opportunities for 

market-leading technology synergies across the breadth of financial crime and risk.

We listen to banks, insurers, and regulators to carefully choose best of breed technology partners in fighting financial crime  

and fraud.

How does SymphonyAI Sensa-NetReveal work with technology partners?
Synergy is at the foundation of our partnerships. To deliver the best to customers, we work with our partners to determine how our 

solutions can be most powerful together.

We build compelling propositions for customers, ensuring that each party has the opportunity to present its offering and 

demonstrate its potential in solving our customers’ problems.

We are looking for partners who share this ambition and who are eager to collaborate on fresh approaches to tackling  

financial crime.

Where does our partnership programme operate?
Globally – SymphonyAI Sensa-NetReveal is an international business with a presence in North America, UK, Continental Europe, 

and APAC. We also have customers in the Middle East.

We work with our partners wherever we can ensure the high standards of service our customers expect, and we are always 

sensitive to the particular regional requirements of the financial services industries.

From broad appeal offerings to highly targeted or customizable solutions, if you have a great product or service, we’re keen to hear 

from you.
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About SymphonyAI Sensa-NetReveal

SymphonyAI Sensa-NetReveal, a division of SymphonyAI, provides leading 

AI-based financial crime detection software.

Request a demo or contact us for more information:

netreveal.ai/request-demo

What happen next?
When you downloaded this guide, we asked you to provide a brief summary 

of your offering. Our team will evaluate this and be in touch if we believe our 

companies can work well together.

What do industry analysts 

and experts say about us?

Find out here


